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Abstract: Between 2000 and 2015, the Polish metallurgical sector was subject to serious restructuring. Presented research aimed at providing a framework for possibly most accurate measurement of efficiency of this process. The study employed: (I) Quantitative research for elaboration of production function models: power regression Cobb-Douglas function with its developments; (II) Qualitative research: Analytic Hierarchy Process for assessment of relevance of efficiency evaluation criteria in reference to various production function models in metallurgy sector: (i) sectoral added value (net production); (ii) production sold; and, (iii) steel production volume. Criteria relevance has been assessed by scientists and practitioners with specialization in metallurgy. As a result the sectoral added value function has been chosen as the one that optimally reflects sector’s restructuring efficiency. This, in turn, constitutes a qualitative confirmation of previous research result, which has been verified with a quantitative method. Practical outcome is a more precise modelling of efficiency of restructuring processes in the metallurgical sector, both for scientific and business needs. The main research limitations originate from the sector itself—in order to make our tool more universal, further research should be led in parallel branches of industry.
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1. Introduction

The systemic transformation in Poland forced companies to adapt to a new, competition-based economic reality. Since 1989, centrally planned economy has been constantly substituted by the free market. This meant privatization and commercialization of state-owned enterprises and development of the private sector, which in long term has increased their susceptibility for market signals [1]. Governmental programs aiming at intensive restructuring of the metallurgical sector have been implemented since 1992, which led to the increase of its efficiency. First programs (before 1997) were not systemic, nor complex, being rather spontaneous reactions of metallurgical companies to unfavourable environmental conditions. Nevertheless, since 1998, governmental restructuring programs have taken the form of consistent sets of remedial recommendations, which in turn became fully monitored by the European Commission since 2003. In 2007, this body confirmed the readiness of the Polish metallurgical sector for efficient free market functioning, continuing its monitoring activities until 2010.

Restructuring programs of Polish metallurgical industry targeted at [2]:
• A radical reduction of employment (127,000 people leaving the sector in years 1990–2015) [3];
• Lowering steel production to the market demand level (actually yearly average is around 9 mln. tons, in comparison to more than 13 mln. tons in the 90ties) [4];
• Increase in labour efficiency (switch from 84 tons/employee in the 90ties to 465 tons/employee in 2015);
• Withdrawal of outdated open-hearth furnace technology—completed in 2002 [5];
• Development of BOF and EAF technologies and implementation of production automation—actually 55% of Polish steel is being produced in converters (BOF) and the rest with EAF technology, with a tendency to lower the share of converter production during market downturn periods (down to 45% in 2009);
• Limiting harmful impacts of ironworks on the environment (more than 10 billion PLN invested in ecology in years 1990–2015), with a special focus on limiting the CO\(_2\) emissions to the atmosphere (1 ton of steel produced equals 1 ton of CO\(_2\) emitted) [6–10]; and,
• Introducing new methods of organization and management, which allowed Polish ironworks to reach World Class Manufacturing global production standards [11].

Actually, the Polish metallurgical sector is dominated by foreign capital (e.g., ArcelorMittal) and it is not fully exploiting its production capacities. Shortages in market supply are being equalized by steel imports from EU and non-EU countries, leaving the metallurgical sector with a negative trade balance.

Efficiency of transformation of Polish metallurgical industry has been assessed through numerous governmental research grants. Once restructuring was accomplished, most analyses, evaluations, diagnoses, and prognostics are being performed for scientific or commercial purposes, with mostly quantitative and sometimes qualitative methodology. First group of methods is applied for elaboration of production prognostic models (volume and inventory planning), the second for expert evaluations of accuracy of quantitative planning.

The combination of quantitative and qualitative methods came from the need of a deeper insight into the restructuring processes in metallurgical industry. Production function models that were obtained through application of quantitative Cobb-Douglas function (based on long-term observation of changes in metallurgical production) occurred to be an approximation of a more complex reality. Qualitative verification via expert opinions on relations between production factors and production output enriches the analysis, as experts have an independent vision of restructuring effects. Even if expert opinions are subjective and production function models are objective, only a combination of qualitative and quantitative research offers a complex perspective and provides an integral research methodology on the development of enterprises [12].

2. Materials and Methods

This paper is composed of two parts. The first presents quantitative models of the production function elaborated in former research to reflect the restructuring of Polish metallurgical industry. The second part demonstrates a decision-making model build within the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) framework.

2.1. Production Function Models

Analysed production function models have been based on statistical data from years 2000–2015, and the assumptions of Cobb-Douglas power function:

\[ P = b \cdot L^a \cdot C^{1-a} \]  

where \( P \) is the production output generated by the input of \( L \)—labour and \( C \)—capital, with \( b \) being a structural parameter [13]. The formula with its later developments [14–19] (e.g., extended by the constant elasticity of substitution [20]) is widely used to assess the scale of production within an economy, industry, or company.

The production function formula employed for quantitative testing of metallurgical industry production function models was a two-factor Cobb-Douglas power function:
\[ P_t = b_0 \cdot t^{a_1} \cdot C^{a_2}_{2t}, t = \{2000, 2001, \ldots, 2015\} \]  

(2)

where \( P_t \) is the production output generated in \( t \) time period, \( L_t \) is the input of labour in \( t \) time period, \( C_t \) is the input of capital in \( t \) time period, whereas \( b_0, a_1, a_2 \) are structural parameters of the production function.

To simplify the notation the random component has been omitted in the model. This was possible because neither the stochastic properties of the models, nor their estimation were our concern. Model 2 has a static character, as the time, \( t \), is not perceived here as a structural parameter.

In order to bring into the scope the impact of technical and organizational progress on the Polish metallurgical sector, a modified Tinbergen power function [21] has been employed:

\[ P_t = b_0 \cdot t^{a_1} \cdot C^{a_2}_{2t} \cdot e^{r_t}, t = \{2000, 2001, \ldots, 2015\} \]  

(3)

where additional structural parameter \( y \) is a measure of effects of technical and organizational progress. Due to such modifications, Model 3 obtained a dynamic character.

For construction of quantitative models the following methods have been employed [22] (pp. 27–28): classical least-squares method, with estimation of linear function parameters \( ln\hat{y} = b_0 + a_1 \cdot lnL_t + a_2 \cdot lnC_t \) (via Microsoft Excel regression tool) and nonlinear estimation Gauss-Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms (via Statistica software, academic license). Statistical significance \( p(\alpha) \leq 0.05 \) has been adopted. Other statistical measures were: multiple correlation coefficient \( R \), coefficient of determination \( R^2 \), convergence factor \( \phi^2 \), standard error \( S_v \), coefficient of variation \( V_v \), and Fisher-Snedecor distribution (for \( H_0: \alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = 0 \) verification \( V_s: H_1 \) stating that at least one of the \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2 \) parameters \( \neq 0 \)). Following tests have been employed for quantitative verification of statistical hypotheses [23]: structural parameters significance, regression linearity, randomness of residuals, normality of distribution of random component, and homoscedasticity of random components’ variance.

For each model, we hypothesized that a non-linear (power) relationship exists between the dependent variable \( P \) and explanatory variables \( L \) (labour) and \( C \) (capital). Depending on the tested production function model, the dependent variable \( P \) meant: (i) sectoral added value (net production) (PLN); (ii) production sold (PLN); and, (iii) steel production volume (mln. tons). Only statistically valid (positively verified) production function models have been accepted for further research, i.e. sectoral added value and production sold — contrary to models that are expressed by steel production volume [24].

Production function models came from the estimation of their parameters based on statistical data from Polish metallurgical sector. With various factors describing added value or production sold, the specifics of analyzed models changed significantly. Table 1 presents data sets employed for these calculations.

### Table 1. Statistical data employed for modelling of production functions in Polish metallurgical sector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Units</td>
<td>kPLN</td>
<td>kPLN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>10.498</td>
<td>2,368,816</td>
<td>5,994,079</td>
<td>48,503</td>
<td>92,403</td>
<td>960,635</td>
<td>3,740,451</td>
<td>475,558</td>
<td>1,200,118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>8.809</td>
<td>2,354,104</td>
<td>6,510,389</td>
<td>41,059</td>
<td>74,764</td>
<td>1,001,291</td>
<td>3,303,025</td>
<td>455,410</td>
<td>880,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>8.917</td>
<td>2,478,104</td>
<td>7,634,910</td>
<td>37,941</td>
<td>63,374</td>
<td>805,283</td>
<td>3,375,175</td>
<td>363,009</td>
<td>771,513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>8.336</td>
<td>3,726,759</td>
<td>11,749,752</td>
<td>28,815</td>
<td>51,110</td>
<td>951,725</td>
<td>4,112,924</td>
<td>504,061</td>
<td>1,704,774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>10.631</td>
<td>5,059,092</td>
<td>16,948,513</td>
<td>28,959</td>
<td>52,807</td>
<td>1,282,866</td>
<td>8,479,986</td>
<td>616,023</td>
<td>2,783,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>9.727</td>
<td>5,639,094</td>
<td>18,559,869</td>
<td>29,443</td>
<td>50,492</td>
<td>1,508,126</td>
<td>9,519,705</td>
<td>620,372</td>
<td>3,465,157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>7.128</td>
<td>6,246,660</td>
<td>18,630,690</td>
<td>26,293</td>
<td>45,066</td>
<td>1,413,797</td>
<td>7,243,792</td>
<td>632,130</td>
<td>2,731,506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>7.993</td>
<td>6,808,157</td>
<td>21,225,904</td>
<td>25,475</td>
<td>43,750</td>
<td>1,616,132</td>
<td>8,388,440</td>
<td>733,173</td>
<td>3,242,684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>8.776</td>
<td>7,893,795</td>
<td>25,711,174</td>
<td>25,630</td>
<td>42,079</td>
<td>1,782,271</td>
<td>9,849,655</td>
<td>804,536</td>
<td>4,515,567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>8.348</td>
<td>8,531,358</td>
<td>27,069,137</td>
<td>23,900</td>
<td>40,816</td>
<td>2,458,427</td>
<td>9,494,601</td>
<td>861,211</td>
<td>4,509,595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>7.950</td>
<td>8,527,592</td>
<td>27,558,472</td>
<td>22,500</td>
<td>39,592</td>
<td>2,034,230</td>
<td>9,343,192</td>
<td>845,370</td>
<td>5,141,268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examples of factor-dependent changes of efficiency of the production function described by sectoral added value can be found below:

Example 1 (static model):

\[ P = 14308.22 \cdot C^{0.7799} \cdot L^{-0.6523} \]

where: \( P \) = sectoral added value; \( C \) = noncurrent assets; \( L \) = number of working people.

In Model 1, the elasticity of production with respect to the value of noncurrent assets (\( E_{PC} = 0.7799 \)) was positive, but the elasticity of production with respect to the number of working people (\( E_{PL} = -0.6523 \)) was negative. In consequence, the economies of scale of production understood as the sum of all elasticities of the power function were <1 (\( E_{PC} + E_{PL} = 0.1276 \)), which meant that the inputs were growing faster than the production outputs (declining production efficiency).

Example 2 (static model):

\[ P = 1180.25 \cdot C^{0.8435} \cdot L^{-0.4830} \]

where: \( P \) = sectoral added value; \( C \) = noncurrent assets; \( L \) = working time.

In Model 2 the elasticity of production with respect to the value of noncurrent assets (\( E_{PC} = 0.8435 \)) was positive, but the elasticity of production with respect to the working time (\( E_{PL} = -0.4830 \)) was negative. In consequence, the economies of scale of production understood as the sum of all elasticities of the power function were <1 (\( E_{PC} + E_{PL} = 0.3605 \)), which meant that the inputs were growing faster than the production outputs (declining production efficiency).

Example 3 (static model):

\[ P = 0.1715 \cdot C^{0.7150} \cdot L^{0.4284} \]

where: \( P \) = sectoral added value; \( C \) = noncurrent assets less depreciation costs, with regard to production capacity of the noncurrent assets; \( L \) = labour costs.

In Model 3, the elasticity of production with respect to the value of noncurrent assets less depreciation costs, with regard to production capacity of the noncurrent assets (\( E_{PC} = 0.7150 \)) was positive, and the elasticity of production with respect to labour costs (\( E_{PL} = 0.4284 \)) was positive, too. In consequence, the economies of scale of production, understood as the sum of all elasticities of the power function, were >1 (\( E_{PC} + E_{PL} = 1.1434 \)), which meant that the inputs were growing slower than the production outputs (growing production efficiency).

Figure 1 represents static models from Examples 1–3 graphically. Function distribution in first two models (Examples 1 & 2) are similar, as the economies of scale were declining (\( E_{PC} + E_{PL} < 1 \)). Nevertheless, the distribution of the function presented in last model (Example 3, growing economies of scale, \( E_{PC} + E_{PL} > 1 \)) differs. A similar situation has been observed in models where the dependent variable was described by metallurgical production sold, i.e.: a negative correlation between variable \( P \) (output) and variable \( L \) (number of employees or actual working time in the steel industry in Poland in years 2000–2015), and a positive correlation between variable \( P \) (output) and variable \( C \) (noncurrent assets, noncurrent assets less depreciation costs, with regard to the production capacity of the noncurrent assets in Polish steel industry).
Example 4 (dynamic model):

\[
P = 996482.75 \cdot C^{0.5458} \cdot L^{-0.2696} \cdot e^{0.0638t}
\]

where: \( P \) = sectoral added value; \( C \) = noncurrent assets; \( L \) = labour costs.

In this model (Example 4), the growth of production volume is due to the technical and organizational progress, although its influence \( e^{rt} \) did not exceed 6.4%.

2.2. Decision-Making Model

Młody [26] (p. 169) states that in the current economic reality, companies are forced, more than ever, to make decisions regarding effective management of international operations’ portfolio, including the reduction of activities in foreign markets. For this reason the choice of a right measure to assess the efficiency of company’s operations, including restructuring processes, becomes crucial. In metallurgical industry such enhancement of the decision-making process is mostly performed with quantitative, sometimes with qualitative, but hardly every with a mixed quantitative-qualitative approach [12]. Peleckis [26] observes that decision-making can be influenced by the emotions of the individual, which is another argument in favour of the implementation of qualitative methodology into the scope of this research. For these reasons, we have decided to expand our quantitative research by additional verification through qualitative methodology. AHP has been chosen for this purpose.

The AHP method has been invented by Saaty [27]. Kou et al. [28] state that AHP was initially developed, making the most use of field data, laboratory results, and experts’ experience, for applications in multicriteria decision-making, planning, and resource allocation, and in conflict resolution. Further discussion of the method can be found in [29,30], whereas its critique in [31–33], answered in [34].

The AHP method has been widely used to enhance multicriteria decision-making processes in various branches of industry, e.g.: manufacturing [35], supply chain management [36], technology transfer [37], and others. Nevertheless, we have not found any applications that aimed at qualitative verification of formerly obtained quantitative research results in the metallurgical sector. From this perspective, our application of AHP method could be considered as innovative.

The main goal of the AHP-based decision-making model is to choose the production function model that best reflects the restructuring efficiency of the Polish metallurgical industry. Decision alternatives are the three production functions discussed in the precedent section. Decision criteria originate from previous research [38] and are composed of three main criteria with sub-criteria: (I) Capital accumulated by the metallurgical sector: (i) noncurrent assets; (ii) noncurrent assets—depreciation costs; (iii) production capacity of the noncurrent assets; and, (iv) noncurrent assets + inventories; (II) Labour resources of the metallurgical sector: (i) amount of production posts; (ii) amount of non-production posts; (iii) actual working time); and, (iv) personnel costs; (III) Technical and organizational progress in metallurgical sector: (i) pro-innovative technological investments; (ii) organizational changes; (iii) procedural changes; and, (iv) intellectual capital. Detailed description of each criterion can be found in [38].

Expert evaluations of relevance of qualitative decision-making criteria have been provided by scientists and practitioners from two leading metallurgical centres, with two biggest ironworks in...
Poland—Katowice (Silesian University of Technology: Faculty of Materials Engineering and Metallurgy) and Cracow (Cracow University of Technology: Material Engineering Institute and Production Engineering Institute; AGH—University of Science and Technology: Department of Engineering of Cast Alloys and Composites). The preselection of experts has been performed on basis of their academic achievements in the field of metallurgy (scientists) and managerial or counselling experience at restructuring in the metallurgical sector (practitioners).

Expert significance rankings have been collected online via personalized links through the Expert Choice Inc. Comparison™ Suite, academic license. Complete data grids for all of the evaluations, including the inconsistency report, are available for inspection. The inconsistency ratio assumption ($IR \leq 0.1$) [39] (p. 61) has been maintained by eliminating one respondent (out of 9) whose evaluations where not consistent in more than 10%.

3. Results

Research results that are presented in this section come from experts’ preference statements about each pair of decision criteria and sub-criteria. They constitute preferences from all pairwise comparisons, provided by every evaluator. As a result of performed evaluations, a hierarchy of decision alternatives has been obtained. The first place in this ranking is given to the alternative (production function model) that accordingly to experts meets all decision criteria (presented in Table 2) simultaneously to the highest extent. The last place in this ranking is granted to the production function model that reflects the inflicted hierarchy of decision criteria less accurately than higher ranked alternatives. Figure 2 represents the results of expert evaluations in AHP-based decision-making model (normalized for all the evaluators).

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Aggregated results of experts’ rankings in frames of Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) decision alternatives. **Source:** own elaboration based on research results.

It can be seen that experts point at the production function model expressed by sectoral added value (net production of the entire metallurgical sector) as the one that best reflects restructuring efficiency of Polish metallurgical industry (35.73%). Second place has been attributed to the production function expressed by sector’s steel production volume (32.25%), and third to the production function expressed by metallurgical production sold. Figure 3 shows the results of expert
evaluations with regard to the influence of each of the three major criteria on particular decision alternatives.

Figure 3. Criteria-sensitive results of experts’ rankings in frames of AHP decision alternatives. Source: own elaboration based on research results.

One can notice that the significance of the technical and organizational progress in the metallurgical sector is most important in our best decision alternative, i.e. production function expressed by sectoral added value (38.65%). 2nd and 3rd production functions show a significantly lower susceptibility to this criterion (respectively, 24.09% and 25.23%), although they seem to be more dependent on sector’s capitalization (respectively, 35.89% and 30.87%). The structure, quality, and availability of labour resources contributed to the largest extent to the production function expressed by metallurgical production sold (19.32%). This in turn seems to be consistent with the outcome of former quantitative research pointing at the dependence of sector’s restructuring efficiency from labour resources, especially from the amount of non-production posts.

Table 2 presents local and global prioritizations of decision criteria and sub-criteria from expert evaluations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERIA and Sub-Criteria</th>
<th>Prioritization (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPITAL ACCUMULATED BY THE METALLURGICAL SECTOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncurrent assets</td>
<td>39.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncurrent assets—depreciation costs</td>
<td>9.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production capacity of the noncurrent assets</td>
<td>19.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncurrent assets + inventories</td>
<td>42.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABOUR RESOURCES OF THE METALLURGICAL SECTOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of production posts</td>
<td>19.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of non-production posts</td>
<td>20.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual working time</td>
<td>12.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel costs</td>
<td>26.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PROGRESS IN METALLURGICAL SECTOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-innovative technological investments</td>
<td>40.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational changes</td>
<td>40.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-innovative technological investments</td>
<td>38.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational changes</td>
<td>15.55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The local priorities are the ratio-scale weights of a sub-criteria node with respect to the parent criterion, whereas global priorities are the ratio-scale weights of any parent criterion with respect to the main goal. In presented research, the global priorities sum up to 100.01%, because of the imperfect inconsistency level of evaluators’ answers (but still acceptable – IR ≤ 0.1). The issue has been further explained in [30].

A graphical presentation of the prioritization of all decision criteria presented in Table 2, with regard to the main goal of AHP decision-making model (choosing the production function model for an optimal measurement of the restructuring efficiency of the Polish metallurgical sector in years 2000–2015) can be found on the hierarchical pie chart below (Figure 4). Criteria, sub-criteria, and data are the same as in Table 2.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedural changes</th>
<th>9.90%</th>
<th>4.01%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual capital</td>
<td>35.86%</td>
<td>14.53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** own elaboration based on research results.

As mentioned before, the complimentary aim of this publication was to verify the outcome of former quantitative research with qualitative methods. Whereas, experts’ first choice is consistent with former results, the second-best solution contradicts their outcome. We will try to provide explanations of this discrepancy in the following section.
4. Discussion

The main limitations of this research came from a predefined set of decision-making criteria. Probably, with a more specific focus the research could provide us with a more detailed analysis of efficiency of particular restructuring actions. Nevertheless, as discussed before, the scope of this paper was slightly different.

Obtained qualitative results mostly confirmed the results of former quantitative research, as the production function that seems to best reflect the restructuring efficiency in Polish metallurgical sector is the one that is expressed by the sectoral added value. At the same time, quantitative research proved the production function expressed by steel production volume to be non-relevant for modelling these restructuring processes. Potential explanations are the following:

1. From decision-maker’s perspective: as the 1st decision alternative obtained a significantly higher ranking that both 2nd and 3rd, neither 2nd nor 3rd can be perceived as a credible second-best solution—they both need to be rejected.

2. From the perspective of former quantitative research: for the needs of econometric analysis of restructuring efficiency of Polish metallurgical sector, the dependent variable \( P \) expressed by the steel production volume (in mln. tons), together with explanatory variables \( C \) and \( L \) did not pass the statistical verification. Therefore, no production function models could be constructed on basis of this variable. Nevertheless, the rejection of this dependent variable in econometric analysis did not exclude its utilization in qualitative research. It can happen that the steel production volume, in reality, does reflect some aspects of the efficiency of restructuring processes, but the issue needs further research.

3. In frames of AHP methodology: the \( IR \leq 0.1 \) inconsistency ratio assumption still leaves space for a 10% inconsistency in expert evaluations; a very low distance between 2nd and 3rd decision alternatives (\( \Delta = 0.23\% \)) suggests a possibility of misinterpreting the evaluations with regard to ranking of two last decision alternatives.

Despite the fact that this inconsistency seems to be of low significance (due to the distance between 2nd and 3rd decision alternatives)—and whatever explanation of this discrepancy adopted—the issue definitely merits further research.

This paper constitutes an attempt to apply a joint quantitative-qualitative research methodology for an analysis of efficiency of restructuring of production processes in a given sector of industry. The first part of our research provided objective information on quantitative relations that occur in a real metallurgical production environment. The second brought a subjective evaluation of interaction between each production factor and production effects.

The adopted quantitative-qualitative methodology allowed for identifying the influence of particular production factors on steel production volume, both from an econometric and expert perspective. Together with the elaborated AHP multicriteria decision-making model, such a joint approach can become a powerful tool for managerial applications in production engineering in such fields as: transformation to market economy, strengthening of presence and efficiency in international steel market, adaptation to changing prices of metallurgical production, anticipation of changes in costs of resources and energy, reaction to internationalization processes in metallurgical sector, elaboration of production prognostics, and many others. It can be also employed for further scientific research.

Our further research will focus on the following: production function models based on steel production volume that have already been constructed for Polish metallurgical sector [40] will be put under expert evaluations in the context of potential reaction scenarios [41] in a complex economic, social, and ecological environment.
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